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ABSTRACT

With the development of hardware devices and the upgrading of smartphones, a large number of users save
privacy-related information in mobile devices, mainly smartphones, which puts forward higher demands on the
protection of mobile users’ privacy information. At present, mobile user authentication methods based on human-
computer interaction have been extensively studied due to their advantages of high precision and non-perception,
but there are still shortcomings such as low data collection efficiency, untrustworthy participating nodes, and lack
of practicability. To this end, this paper proposes a privacy-enhanced mobile user authentication method with
motion sensors, which mainly includes: (1) Construct a smart contract-based private chain and federated learning
to improve the data collection efficiency of mobile user authentication, reduce the probability of the model being
bypassed by attackers, and reduce the overhead of data centralized processing and the risk of privacy leakage;
(2) Use certificateless encryption to realize the authentication of the device to ensure the credibility of the client
nodes participating in the calculation; (3) Combine Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD) and Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) to analyze and model the motion sensor data of mobile devices to improve the accuracy of
model certification. The experimental results on the real environment dataset of 1513 people show that the method
proposed in this paper can effectively resist poisoning attacks while ensuring the accuracy and efficiency of mobile
user authentication.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of mobile communication technology and the upgrading of hardware,
mobile devices (especially mobile phones) have been rapidly popularized and widely used. According
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to the forecast of CCS Insight (a global authoritative market research organization), by 2022, 840
million 5G-enabled mobile phones will be delivered to the mobile market, accounting for 42% of
the total global shipments [1]. Nowadays, more and more private information is collected for the
intelligentization of mobile devices. In order to prevent malicious attackers from illegally accessing
private information stored on mobile devices, it is urgently necessary to analyze the software and
hardware characteristics of mobile devices and their applicable application scenarios and design a
suitable and robust authentication mode to protect the user’s information.

Methods based on credentials such as text passwords and PIN codes are widely used for user
authentication, but such traditional authentication mechanisms have inherent security problems and
expose weaknesses that are vulnerable to various traditional attacks, such as brute-force cracking
[2], smudge attack [3], shoulder peep attack [4], social engineering attack [5], etc. In addition, since
mobile device interfaces are usually small, the memorization and input of complex passwords can
cause additional headaches for users. Compared with the above authentication mechanisms, the
authentication method based on the user’s static characteristics and dynamic behavior can achieve
higher authentication accuracy. It usually uses learning methods to extract information representing
user characteristics from different types of sensors on mobile devices to build a model. Such as
face [6,7], fingerprint [8,9], voice [10,11], environmental location [12,13], keystroke behavior [14,15],
finger movement [16,17], etc. However, the above-mentioned biometric information collection usually
requires invoking the privacy-related permissions of the mobile device, which makes users worry that
their privacy-related information may be leaked, and cannot take into account the security, privacy,
and usability requirements of mobile authentication jointly at the same time.

For ideal mobile device user authentication, it should be able to have privacy, security and
availability at any time and any place. The user authentication requirements to be solved include:
(1) Privacy protection. User privacy-related data cannot be called too frequently to avoid user
concerns about privacy leakage. (2) For multi-application mobile devices, a general service for
device-level detection needs to be established. Common services allow reuse of detection results and
redundancy removal from a multi-application data perspective. (3) Services can be provided to any
user in any state. The data training and verification process does not depend on the user’s motion
state or device location, thus forming continuous protection for the user. (4) Automatic training
in noisy environments. It is unrealistic to assume that all training samples have labels, and it is
virtually unknown whether training samples were collected while the device was being operated by an
authorized owner. According to the above requirements, user authentication methods based on mobile
device motion sensors (including accelerometers, gyroscopes and gravity sensors) have been proposed
by scholars [18–28]. On smartphones, the invocation of motion sensors does not require privacy-
related permissions, and any application can obtain relevant data through the interface of the system
layer. During user authentication, to obtain a large amount of training data based on motion sensors,
existing machine learning methods [18–28] all require that the private data representing authenticated
users be aggregated on a central server for model training and analysis. This not only leads to higher
communication and storage costs, but users also face serious privacy risks. To protect the user’s
private information as much as possible without affecting the model training results, federated learning
was proposed by researchers [29]. In federated learning, each device iteratively trains a local model
(including information such as model weights and gradients), and the respective raw data does not
leave the local device. Usually, federated learning can be implemented with the help of a central
requester, and the device side uses local data to train and improve the global model issued by the center.
After each local training, the device sends local model updates to the center. By aggregating these local
model updates, the center generates a new global model for the next iteration. The above process is
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repeated for both the mobile device and the center until the global model converges [30]. However, in
real tasks (i.e., security-related user authentication), the above methods have the following drawbacks:
First, the data collection efficiency is low and there is no effective incentive mechanism. Most of the
data collection steps in the existing machine learning tasks have been completed in advance, and the
number of participants in the training is limited, and participants are required to collect new data
under each behavior. These methods are very wasteful of human and material resources and have little
regard for the efficiency of data collection in real scenarios, and the data collection rate largely depends
on how often participants use mobile devices. Second, the traditional data collection method requires
participants to collect data under each behavior and manage it centrally, but in the federated learning
mode, it is impossible to determine whether the data collected by edge mobile devices is authentic and
effective, and it may appear untrustworthy. There may be cases where untrusted nodes use fake data
to train a model and return wrong gradients to achieve a poisoning attack on the model.

To this end, this paper proposes a privacy protection-oriented mobile user authentication method,
which combines the smart contract-based private chain, federated learning, and certificateless encryp-
tion to ensure data privacy and node trustworthiness, and adopts VMD and LSTM network to
improve the accuracy of model verification. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. To prevent unreliable model updates, this paper uses the training quality proof based on the
consensus mechanism to validate the model to effectively resist model poisoning attacks.

2. To improve the data collection rate, this paper uses a private chain based on smart contracts to
send certain rewards to participants corresponding to each node that participates in training
and helps optimize the model, to motivate nodes to collect data.

3. To ensure the safety and reliability of participating computing devices, this paper uses certifi-
cateless encryption to implement device authentication to ensure the credibility of client nodes
participating in computing.

4. To improve the automation level and accuracy of mobile user authentication, this paper
proposes a mobile device user authentication model based on LSTM and uses VMD for noise
removal and signal reconstruction, which can make up for the lack of coverage and accuracy
when modeling with traditional statistical features.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology of our
work. Section 3 presents the overall evaluation of our method. Section 4 surveys the relevant work and
Section 5 concludes our work.

2 Methodology
2.1 Overview

The method proposed in this paper consists of the following three steps, as shown in Fig. 1.
To collect representative and content-rich data, the motion sensor built into the mobile device will
trigger the collection of data that best represents the user’s human-computer interaction characteristics
according to actual needs. The requester Req will form a smart contract-based private blockchain with
nodes (mobile devices) that are willing to participate in model training. On this basis, communication
iterations are performed to train the global model. The requester Req will select the nodes participating
in this iteration according to a certain strategy. The selected node will perform a series of operations in
a predetermined order, including sensor data collection and storage, node trusted authentication, data
preprocessing, global model download, local model training, etc., and finally upload the local model
parameters after a certain number of rounds of training to Req and implement verification, Req then
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packages and broadcasts part of the transaction content, rewards nodes that help the model converge,
updates the global model through a predetermined algorithm, and pushes the updated global model
to the new candidate in the next round of communication. Each step will be described separately in
the next. All models are deployed on mobiles including Req and voluntary nodes.

Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of our method. User authentication process based on blockchain
and federated learning

2.2 Data Collection
In the process of data collection for mobile user authentication based on motion sensors, the key

to subsequent authentication is when and in what state to collect data. This paper continues the data
collection method in the famous work [20,21].

(1) Trigger point for data collection. When the following two requirements are met, data collection
will be started: first, the screen of the smartphone is on; second, the application in the foreground of
the smartphone is switched. The above two conditions indicate that the user is using a smartphone
to open a certain application, and the authentication in this case can determine whether the owner
himself is operating the phone, which greatly improves the security of the mobile device.

(2) Effective duration of data collection. In the real-world scenario, the typical time period when
the user opens the mobile phone application generally lasts 2–4 s. The collection of effective user
behaviors is performed by presetting the collection duration t (2 s ≤ t ≤ 4 s). If the user uses the mobile
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phone for less than t (s) (e.g., the mobile phone screen is turned off during the acquisition process),
the acquisition is terminated, and t = 3 s is set in this paper.

(3) The sampling frequency of data collection. Since the relevant readings of the three motion
sensors, accelerometer, gyroscope, and gravity sensor, need to be obtained from the underlying
interface of the mobile device, accessing the data interface at high frequency will generate unnecessary
overhead. To save energy, this paper sets the background running service of the smartphone to collect
and judge data at different frequencies, which can be divided into idle state and active state. Under
normal circumstances (no active trigger), the data sampling frequency in the background is in an idle
state, which is 15 Hz. When the two data collection conditions in (1) are satisfied at the same time, the
data collection frequency will jump from the idle state to the active state, and the sampling frequency
will be 50 Hz.

2.3 Smart Contract-Based Private Chain
To improve the efficiency of data collection, the coverage of the scene, and the authenticity of

the data, this paper adopts the incentive and consensus mechanism of the blockchain to address the
above problems. The requester Req and N nodes (participating volunteers) together form a smart
contract-based private chain. Among them, the smart contract includes the specific requirements of
the requester, such as environment configuration, model architecture, memory requirements, reward
distribution, etc.; and the specific iterative process of federated learning, such as node selection,
model download, local model update and upload, verification, etc. When the requester publishes the
smart contract, the participant can choose whether to participate in the contract. After the contract
is established, the requester and the participant create a private chain and carry out the follow-up
process. At the same time, the contract remains transparent and cannot be unilaterally modified, and
the process is automatically executed. In this private chain, Req will send a certain reward to each
node that participates in training and helps optimize the model, so as to motivate the node to collect
data. Through the consensus trust mechanism of the blockchain, Req can realize the training quality
of the node. Therefore, the training effectiveness of the node is ensured and the poisoning attack is
blocked. In addition, the private chain is extensible, and whenever a new node wants to join, it can
participate in the private chain as long as it is legally registered and authorized. During this period,
device authentication without certificate encryption can ensure the trustworthiness of nodes in the
interaction process.

In the private chain, if Req wants to obtain a fully trained model, it needs multiple communication
iterations. The specific steps of each communication iteration are as follows:

(1) Node selection. Before model training, all nodes in the private chain need to be screened once,
and the nodes that help to train the model in this iteration are selected. The first is that the selected
node (mobile device) needs to be connected to the power supply and connected to unmetered wifi, so
as to ensure that this round of iteration will not affect the normal use of the mobile device. Secondly,
for the nodes that meet the above conditions, these nodes are sorted according to the trust degree, and
the contract will give priority to the nodes with a high trust degree. Assuming that there are a total of N
nodes in this private chain, each iteration will select a sub-node set P for federated learning (|P| ≤ N).

(2) Model download. For each selected node Pt, the global model mi provided by Req needs to be
downloaded through the network, where Pt ⊂ P, t represents the t-th node in the selected nodes, and i
represents the number of communication iterations.

(3) Local model update. For each selected node Pt, after it receives the global model, it needs to
preprocess the local data, use the local data to continue training the model, and update the parameters,
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until the model converges again after several local iterations, during which the GPU of the node
itself and other hardware acceleration devices can be used to reduce the training time. After that,
the node uploads the local model, and the local client generates the authentication public key based
on the unlicensed encryption and the ID of the device itself (see Section 2.5 for details), as well as the
timestamp Timestamp to the requester Req.

(4) Verify. After receiving the local model uploaded by the node Pt, the requester first checks
whether the corresponding client is trustworthy (note: this can only prevent attacks initiated by
attackers using unknown devices). The model is validated using a consensus-based proof of training
quality (PoQ) that uses prediction accuracy to quantify the performance of the trained local model
(for client-side poisoning attacks, corresponding to poisoning attacks evaluation will be described in
detail in Section 2.5). Specifically, in classification during training, the accuracy is represented by the
score of correctly classified records, which is measured by the mean absolute error (MAE):

MAE (mi) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|yi − f (xi)| (1)

where f(xi) is the predicted value of the model mi, and yi is the recorded true value. The lower the
MAE of the model mi, the higher the accuracy of mi. The requester Req will mark the local model
whose MAE is higher than a certain set threshold as an invalid model, otherwise, mark it as a valid
model, and reset the trust degree b of the node according to the proportion of the historical valid
model of the node. It should be noted that, regardless of the MAE result, Req will record the models
and timestamps uploaded by all nodes in this iteration, and as the number of iterations increases, the
MAE will dynamically decrease.

(5) Block generation and broadcasting. When all the selected nodes have uploaded the local model
or after a certain period of time, the requester Req will execute the incentive mechanism, that is, provide
a reward (Ether) to the node that generates a valid local model, and then package a block. The block’s
size is (h+δND), where h is the block header, including the hash value of the previous block, the
timestamp generated by the block, etc. ND represents the number of nodes providing the local model,
and δ is an eight Tuple (i.e., communication iteration number i, node identifier id, hash value h of model
parameters provided by this node, MAE corresponding to the model provided by this node, identifier
m of a valid model, reward p of this node, The trust degree b of the node, the upload timestamp of the
current model of the node), after the package is completed, the block is incorporated into the chain,
and all nodes are broadcasted to notify.

(6) Global model update. The global model is updated using the FedAvg algorithm of federated
learning [31], the specific algorithm is shown in Section 2.4.

For the requester Req, it is only necessary to perform the above 6 steps iteratively until the global
model converges or the requirements are met, and the purpose of data collection and model training is
finally achieved. Among them, the incentive mechanism of the blockchain ensures the data collection
efficiency of nodes (mobile devices), and the consensus mechanism ensures the authenticity of the
collected data.

2.4 Distributed Training Based on Federated Learning
Federated learning can not only allow users to obtain relevant training information from the rich

sensor data of different devices but also does not need to consume additional central cloud storage.
In other words, the user’s data will not leave the local mobile device, which can protect the user’s
privacy to the greatest extent. The training task is solved by a loose federation of participating mobile
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devices (i.e., clients) coordinated by a central server. Each client has a local training dataset that is never
uploaded to the server, and each client computes an update to the current global model maintained by
the server and only communicates this update. In addition, this method is different from the traditional
distributed method, in the case that the user data is not independent and identically distributed, high-
level model training can still be achieved.

The specific process of federated learning has been described in detail in Section 2.3. In the global
model update step, this paper uses the federated learning averaging (FedAvg) algorithm to achieve it,
which is as follows:

The federated averaging algorithm integrates multiple deep learning models using stochastic
gradient descent into a single global model. Similar to stand-alone machine learning, the goal of
federated learning is to minimize empirical risk, i.e.,

min
x∈Rd

[
F (x) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

f (x; si)

]
(2)

Among them, n is the sample size, si represents the i-th sample individual, and f(x;si) represents
the loss function of the model. Assuming that there are K local models, Pk represents the sequence
number set of sample individuals owned by the k-th model. nk = |Pk|, we can rewrite the objective
function as:

F (x) =
K∑

k=1

nk

n
Fk (x) (3)

Fk (x) = 1
nk

∑
i∈Pk

f (x; si) (4)

It is worth noting that since the data of each mobile device cannot represent the global data, it
cannot be considered EPk

[Fk (x)] the same as f(x), that is, any local model cannot be used as the global
model.

In this paper, a parameter update of the local model is called an iteration. Let b represent a batch,
then the k-th local model iteration formula is:

xk ← xk − η

|b|
∑

i∈b

∇f (xk; si) (5)

The overall method of distributed training based on federated learning is summarized as follows:
The training process is divided into multiple rounds, and C × K (0 ≤ C ≤ 1) local models are selected
to learn the data in each round. The number of epochs in one round for the k-th local model is E, the
batch size is B, and thus the number of iterations is E/B. After one round, the parameters of all local
models participating in the learning are weighted and averaged to obtain the global model. Notably,
blockchain-based authentication and training are performed by the requester and the participant,
respectively. The speed of model training depends on the computing power of the participants. During
this period, the participants can use the GPU of the node itself and other hardware acceleration devices
to reduce the training time. To a certain extent, because in the distributed training based on blockchain,
the data used by each participant is less than that in the centralized cloud, so in the case of the same
configuration, the training speed of machine learning based on blockchain will increase faster than
centralized training in the cloud. The specific architecture and deployment environment of the model
will be embedded in the smart contract initiated by the requester. If the participant has a suitable
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environment and agrees to participate in the application, the model can be constructed through the
specific model architecture.

2.5 Device Authentication Based on Certificateless Encryption
In certificateless cryptography, each client’s unique ID can be used to create a public key, and all

other users can verify that the public key belongs to this ID. Additionally, if the client revokes the old
key, it will create a new public-private key pair using its unique ID. The new key pair is different from
the old one, but still generated with a unique ID. Certificateless cryptography is derived from Identity
Based Encryption (IBE) to solve the key escrow problem in IBE. In certificateless cryptography, the
key generation center creates a partial private key PSK according to the identity of the client, and
the client uses the partial private key PSK and its secret value X to establish the private key SK. Since
the secret value X only exists in the client, the Key Generation Center (KGC) will not be able to
calculate the private key SK, which effectively avoids the key escrow problem in IBE. In addition, the
user also creates a public key based on the secret value and discloses it. However, the certificateless
encryption scheme only ensures the security and reliability of the participating computing devices
but does not guarantee that the mobile device will not be lent to others during the training phase.
Therefore, in practical applications, it can be required that users must personally use the mobile device
during the training phase.

In specific use, device A issues a transaction signed with its private key SKA, and attaches its public
key PKA and unique identity IDA to the transaction. Other devices can check that: 1) this transaction
is indeed signed with the private key associated with PKA, and 2) PKA belongs to IDA. In this way, it
is easy to verify that the transaction was created by the client device with IDA. The steps to create keys
PKA and SKA for client A are as follows:

(1) The algorithm takes the security parameter lambda λ, returns the system parameter K and a
secret master key MSK. The algorithm is run by KGC, only KGC knows the value of MSK.

Setup(1λ) → (K, MSK) (6)

(2) The partial private key generation algorithm adopts the system parameter K, the identity of
client A IDA ∈ {0, 1}∗, the master key MSK, and then outputs the partial private key PSKA. The
algorithm is run by KGC and the output PSKA will be transmitted to client A.

PSkeyGen (K, IDA, MSK) → (PSKA) (7)

(3) The secret value generation algorithm adopts the system parameter K and the identity IDA of
the client A, and outputs the secret value XA. The algorithm is run by the user and XA will be used to
convert part of the private key into a private key. The algorithm is run by the client.

SValGen (K, IDA) → (XA) (8)

(4) The private key generation algorithm takes the system parameter K, part of the private key
PSKA and the secret value XA as input, and returns the private key SKA. The algorithm is run by the
client, and only the client itself has the private key.
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SKeyGen (K, PSKA, XA) → (SKA) (9)

(5) The public key generation algorithm constructs the public key PKA with the system parameter
K and the secret value XA. The algorithm is run by the client and PKA will be broadcast to the public.

PKeyGen (K, XA) → (PKA) (10)

During the device-trusted authentication phase:

(1) Algorithm uses the system parameter K, the message M to be signed, and the client’s private
key SKA, and outputs a signature.

Sign (K, M ∈ M, SKA) → Sig (11)

(2) Algorithm uses message M, signature Sig, user IDA and user private key SKA, and outputs
whether the signature is valid, that is, it is judged that the transaction is indeed signed with the private
key associated with PKA.

Ver (M ∈ M, Sig, IDA, PKA) Valid ∨ Invalid (12)

(3) Judging that PKA belongs to IDA and complete the authentication.

VerID (IDA, PKA, K) Valid ∨ Invalid (13)

2.6 Model Training with VMD and LSTM
Since the sensor data of mobile devices is time series data, to train a robust model, two main points

need to be considered: first, the removal of sequence noise and data enhancement; second, the effective
identification of sequence context information.

For the first point, this paper adopts the VMD algorithm for noise filtering and data enhancement.
VMD is an adaptive, non-recursive method that can simultaneously analyze non-stationary and
nonlinear signals [32]. The essence of the VMD algorithm is the process of solving variational
problems. This process includes the construction and solution of variational problems. The variational
problem is formulated as: decompose the original signal f into multiple Instinct Mode Functions
(IMF), and assume that each IMF has a limited bandwidth and a different center frequency.

During the decomposition calculation process of the VMD, the penalty factor α will affect the
decomposition result of VMD together with the number of modal decomposition K. Among them,
the number of modes K needs to be given before the VMD decomposition. When the value of K
is too small and the decomposition of the original signal is insufficient, the original multiple modes
of the signal will be aliased in one mode component, and even cause one of the modes states not
to be estimated. On the contrary, when the value of K is too large and the signal is excessively
decomposed, one of the modal components of the decomposed signal will appear in multiple modal
components, so that the decomposed modal center frequencies overlap. The smaller the value of
penalty factor α, the larger the bandwidth of each IMF obtained after decomposition; the larger the
value of penalty factor α, the smaller the bandwidth of each IMF obtained after decomposition. Noise
filtering and data enhancement can be effectively performed by choosing appropriate α and K. Based
on the experimental test, the parameter α is selected as 1000. Fig. 2 shows the decomposition of the
accelerometer signal data for K = 3, 4, 5, and 6. It can be seen that when K = 3, 4, and 5, there is
a problem of insufficient decomposition; When K = 6, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the fifth IMF
in (c) is optimized in (d), the first five IMFs are valid for our classification, while the sixth IMF can
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be considered as noise, which meets the requirements for data de-noising and signal enhancement.
Therefore, for each sensor signal, this paper takes K = 6 and selects the first five IMFs as valid ones.

(a) K = 3 by VMD (b) K = 4 by VMD

(c) K = 5 by VMD (d) K = 6 by VMD

Figure 2: Sensor signal decomposition results by variational mode decomposition (VMD)

For the second point, to obtain the contextual relationship in the time series, this paper uses an
LSTM network for model training [33]. The structure of the entire VMD+LSTM model is shown
in Fig. 3, which contains an input layer (IMF signals), an LSTM layer, a classification layer, and an
output layer. In the training phase, since the final output is whether the user of the mobile device is the
owner, the input of the LSTM is the data of the user using the mobile device. Among them, K represents
the number of modes (IMFs) determined by VMD, N represents the number of input signals, and L
represents the length of each input (the duration of the signal). The parameters of hidden layers are
obtained by tuning, including 2 hidden layers, each with 32 nodes. This refers to the experimental
configuration in the well-known activity recognition literature [34]. The classification layer uses the
softmax function to obtain the final results in the training phase. During the generation process of
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the classification model at each device, an approach based on anomaly detection is employed to train
individualized model parameters for each user.

LSTM Cell LSTM Cell LSTM Cell

LSTM Cell LSTM Cell LSTM Cell......

......

......

IMF signals

Input layer

LSTM layer

Classification 
layer

Softmax 

Output layer Output (Anomaly detection)

IMF1 IMF2
IMFk

Layer1: 32 nodes

Layer2: 32 nodes

Figure 3: Structure of VMD + LSTM

3 Experimental Results and Analysis
3.1 Dataset

The dataset in this paper comes from a well-known Internet company, and the data is collected
from 1513 volunteers in the age group of 20–60. To adapt to the dynamic user authentication of
energy enterprise employees, this paper adopts the dynamic data when using the mobile phone as
the authentication data. Relying on researchers’ analysis and research on a large number of mobile
users in the early stage [20,21], data collection will be activated when the following two requirements
are met: first, the screen of the smartphone is on; second, the application in the foreground is switched.
The above two conditions indicate that the user is opening a specific application and using the smart-
phone. During the data collection process, the accelerometer sensor, gyroscope sensor, and gravity
sensor embedded in the phone captured 3-axis linear acceleration, 3-axis gyroscope velocity, and
3-axis gravity at a rate of 50 Hz. In this paper, a total of 283,133,354 pieces of raw sensor data were
collected. After data preprocessing, 283,006,659 pieces were found to be valid, and the average number
of effective records per user was 187,050. The obtained dataset was randomly divided into two groups,
in which 80% of each volunteer’s data was selected for training and 20% for testing.

3.2 Experimental Setup
We list all parameters and values used in this work in Table 1. In the experiment, the number

of nodes belonging to volunteers in the private chain is N = 1513. In the process of node selection,
this paper uses a 20% probability to simulate the situation where the power supply and wifi are
connected, that is to say, about |P|=1513 × 20% = 302 nodes are randomly selected for federated
learning each time. The invalid model threshold for MAE was set to 0.05. In the process of generating
the classification model of each node, the idea of anomaly detection is adopted to train its model
parameters for each user. Meanwhile, in the federated learning global model update, we set C = 0.5,
E = 10, B = 32.
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Table 1: All parameters and values used in this work

N 1513
|P| 302
Threshold for MAE 0.05
C 0.5
E 10
B 32
K 6
Hidden layers of LSTM 2
Number of neurons in each layer of LSTM 32
Cost in SVM 100
Gamma in SVM 0.1
Kernel of SVM RFB
Threshold for authentication 0.5

In VMD, the number of modalities (IMFs) K = 6, we pick up the first five IMFs.

In LSTM, the number of hidden layers is set to 2, and the number of neurons in each layer is 32,
which refers to the experimental configuration in the famous activity recognition literature [34].

In the SVM setting, the parameters cost = 100, gamma = 0.1, and RBF is selected as the kernel
function. The threshold for authentication in all trained models was set to 0.5.

It is worth noting that the above parameters are obtained through tuning, and in specific tasks,
analysts can adjust them according to actual needs.

3.3 Evaluation Index
In terms of accuracy, we define the following evaluation matrix. True positive (TP), the owner

is accurately marked. False positive (FP), others are marked as owner. True negative (TN), others
are accurately marked. False negative (FN), the owner is marked as others. In terms of classification
accuracy, the following indicators are used in this chapter:

The authentication rate of the user:

TPR = TP
TP + FN

(14)

The authentication rate of others:

TNR = TN
FP + TN

(15)

Total accuracy:

Accuracy = TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

(16)
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3.4 Efficiency of Smart Contract-Based Private Chains
To evaluate the impact of the smart contract-based private chain on the efficiency of data

collection, referring to the change in the number of mobile device sensor data collection over time
in related research [24]. Assuming that the user’s enthusiasm for data collection (the efficiency of data
collection) is positively related to the incentive p, this paper simulates the change of the number of
1513 users’ data collection over time when the user uses a mobile phone. As shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: The impact of smart contract-based private chain on the efficiency of authentication data
collection

Simulation results show that by deploying a smart contract-based private chain, the system can
collect much more data at the same time. In the first week, the number of data samples can be about
25,000, which is 5 times that of the un-deployed case. After 2 weeks, the data samples of deploying
the smart contract-based private chain can exceed 80,000, while the data samples without deployment
are only about 10,000. It can be seen that the incentive mechanism in the smart contract-based private
chain can greatly improve the efficiency of data collection.

3.5 Overall Accuracy
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed model based on VMD and LSTM, and the impact of

federated learning on the final accuracy. This paper compares different kinds of methods according to
the evaluation metrics proposed in Section 3.3. To ensure the generality of the experiment, all results
are the average of 10 independent repeated experiments, and the accuracy statistics of the model are
shown in Table 2.

We can summarize Table 2 as follows: First, the accuracy of the LSTM model is better than that of
the SVM model, because the sensor data of mobile users is a time series, and LSTM can better capture
the context information in the time series; Second, adding VMD before the training of the SVM and
LSTM models (i.e., performing discrete wavelet decomposition and signal semantic enhancement on
the time series signal in advance), can further improve the accuracy of the respective models. The
improvement values for SVM and LSTM are 0.49% and 0.23% in cloud centralized training, 0.29%
and 0.54% in federated learning distributed training; third, the use of federated learning distributed
training has little impact on the final accuracy. Since the parameter training of the model is carried out
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separately on the nodes of the respective users, there will be a certain degree of accuracy loss, but the
overall accuracy loss (average) of the four methods is not more than 2%, which is within an acceptable
range. To improve the practicability, some desensitized data of others for training can be stored in
advance on each local user side to clarify the classification boundary and improve the accuracy.

Table 2: Index comparison of different training methods under cloud centralized training and
federated learning distributed training

Model Cloud centralized training Federated learning distributed
training

Method/index TPR TNR Accuracy TPR TNR Accuracy

LSTM [34] 87.00% 97.93% 91.59% 85.93% 96.43% 90.75%
VMD + LSTM 87.28% 98.01% 91.82% 86.82% 97.70% 91.29%
SVM [20] 73.28% 98.43% 87.00% 72.12% 97.68% 85.52%
VMD + SVM 74.17% 98.55% 87.49% 73.18% 97.79% 85.81%

In order to further verify the robustness of the model, this paper collected the total accuracy
average including average accuracy, maximum accuracy and minimum accuracy of 10 independent
repeated experiments with different training methods under different model training methods, as
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the fluctuation of the accuracy of the model combining
VMD and LSTM is significantly smaller than that of using only LSTM, which shows that using time
series of different modalities (IMFs) can better train the model and improve the robustness of the
model. Similarly, using VMD for SVM training can also improve the robustness of the model to a
certain extent (compared to using SVM alone).

Figure 5: Total accuracy comparison of different training methods under different model training
methods
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3.6 Overhead
In this paper, we use the open-source performance testing tool Jmeter to conduct stress testing of

the private chain. For each communication iteration process, there is time cost, memory overhead,
and CPU overhead at each stage in the test. All stages include: node selection, model download,
device authentication, local update upload, verification, block generation broadcast, and global model
update. Among them, the memory overhead and CPU overhead in an iteration process are calculated
for the Req node and the client participating in the operation (other nodes except Req). The results
are shown in Table 3, and all results are the average of 10 independent experiments.

Table 3: Average time consumption, memory overhead and CPU overhead of different communication
iteration stages of the private chain

Stage Time consuming (s) Memory (MB) CPU (%)

Req Other nodes Req Other nodes

Node selection 0.01 12.28 7.13 1.98 1.56
Model download 0.02 14.35 7.48 1.75 1.47
Device authentication 0.15 15.38 7.82 1.82 1.55
Local update upload 39.06 19.85 16.62 34.92 25.71
Verification 0.23 17.45 13.62 15.77 2.47
Block generation
broadcast

0.06 16.25 11.80 2.61 2.53

Global model update 0.12 31.50 14.81 2.52 2.03

It can be seen from Table 3 that in the communication iteration process of the entire smart
contract-based private chain, the most time-consuming operation is local update and upload, with
an average time of 39.06 s, because the construction of the model requires data loading and operation
operations such as VMD. The time for each node to accept the global model is short, and it can
be completed in about 0.12 s with less communication. On the whole, the overhead of the smart
contract-based private chain can meet the needs of the real-world environment. In addition, the
consensus mechanism mainly depends on the number of clients (nodes) on the private chain. The
greater the number of clients, the greater the time and resource overhead required. Therefore, choosing
an appropriate number of clients will help improve system performance. On the other hand, the
improvement of device configuration also helps to reduce the delay in the running process.

3.7 Anti-Poisoning Ability
To evaluate the resistance to poisoning attacks (i.e., the data of the trusted node is tampered with

by the attacker) after adopting the smart contract-based private chain, this paper randomly poisons
70% of the training users (i.e., node P). The poisoning ratio is selected in node P according to 0%, 10%,
20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70%. After the poisoned users are randomly selected, the training data
is continuously randomly perturbed up and down, and the value after the perturbation is guaranteed
to be still within the legal data value range of the sensor. In this experiment, the VMD+LSTM model
with the best performance in Section 3.5 is selected as the training model. Table 4 shows the anti-
poisoning ability of the model under different training methods.
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Table 4: Anti-poisoning ability under different training methods (VMD + LSTM model)

Poisoning ratio Cloud centralized
training

Federated learning
distributed training

Smart contract-based private
chain + federated learning
distributed training

0% 91.59% 90.75% 90.75%
10% 89.65% 89.18% 90.68%
20% 85.38% 85.04% 90.35%
30% 78.52% 77.30% 90.08%
40% 71.40% 70.10% 89.40%
50% 62.06% 61.05% 87.25%
60% 55.38% 50.77% 85.19%
70% 50.42% 50.10% 82.60%

Three key points of information can be observed from the experimental results in Table 4: Firstly,
when the samples are poisoned, the accuracy of cloud-based centralized training and federated
learning distributed training decreases with the increase of poisoned users. Because the training
data is tampered with, the model obtained by training cannot effectively authenticate the test data.
Secondly, when the sample is poisoned, the smart contract-based private chain with federated learning
distributed training can effectively judge the training quality of the node due to its trust mechanism.
It mainly includes two aspects: (1) Req will mark the local model whose MAE is higher than a certain
threshold as an invalid model, and reset the trust degree of the node according to the historical valid
model supply ratio of the node. (2) Select nodes with high trust for distributed training of federated
learning. Therefore, it is not obvious that the test accuracy decreases with the increase of poisoned
users. Thirdly, when the samples are poisoned, the accuracy of cloud-based centralized training and
federated learning distributed training will remain after a certain level of decrease (about 50%).
Stability is also in line with the logic in daily life: that is, the judgment of the user is either 0 or 1
in an unknown situation, such as random guessing whether it is the owner or others.

To sum up, after adopting a smart contract-based private chain, distributed training of federated
learning can not only ensure the privacy of user data but also effectively resist poisoning attacks and
maintain the robustness of the model.

4 Related Work

Data collection efficiency of mobile user authentication. The existing method of collecting motion
sensor data is to invite specific participants to collect data in certain fixed scenarios, such as activities
such as going up and down stairs [18,19,25–27], picking up mobile devices [22,23], and touching the
screen of the mobile device [24]. In the above motion sensor-based user dynamic authentication, once
a new user joins, the complex collection process will be repeated, which is unrealistic in real-world
authentication scenarios. Zhu et al. [20,21] studied the usage patterns of different groups of people
and proposed an implicit real-world data collection mechanism to provide large-scale data. However,
users have different habits/frequencies in using mobile devices (i.e., some users may use the phone for
several hours a day, while some users use it for less than an hour a week). For the latter, it takes a long
time to obtain a sufficient amount of valid training data, so there is a large delay in the generation
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of the certified model. Therefore, in the real complex environment, the current data collection scheme
lacks an effective incentive mechanism, and there are problems such as a single authentication scenario
that requires the user to cooperate in advance, low data collection efficiency, etc. Different from the
above methods, this paper adopts a private chain method based on smart contracts to send certain
rewards to employees corresponding to each node that participates in training and helps optimize the
model, so as to motivate nodes to collect data and improve the efficiency of data collection in real-
world environment.

Data privacy protection and device security of mobile user authentication. The existing mobile device
user authentication work [18–28] needs to generate a model for each user in the central cloud, which
requires users to upload their authentication data to the cloud. Moreover, this method requires users to
upload human-computer interaction sensor data for a period of time for model generation. However,
uploading their “identity” data will cause users to worry about their own privacy leakage. In addition,
if the user’s node is poisoned (the authentication data is tampered with by the attacker), it will also
affect the final model. Different from existing methods, inspired by existing studies [35,36] that utilize
blockchain for trusted transactions, this paper proposes a modeling scheme based on blockchain and
federated learning to protect data privacy, which can perform effective training without data leaving
the local node. At the same time, this paper proposes a device-trusted authentication method to prevent
untrusted device access. In addition, this paper uses a consensus mechanism-based training quality
proof to validate the model to effectively resist model poisoning attacks and thus prevent unreliable
model updates.

Intelligent modeling in complex environments of mobile user authentication. In terms of data de-
noising: At present, most dynamic authentication methods utilizing motion sensors [19,22–28] do
not consider the noise impact of hardware and cannot handle unlabeled data (noisy data) in real
environments, resulting in an over-fitting problem. To address the noise problem, some researchers
[18] proposed noise removal algorithms to obtain effective datasets in the data preprocessing stage, but
they often faced the challenge of mislabeling and ambiguous distinctions between training samples.
To overcome this difficulty, researchers employ semi-supervised methods that combine noisy data
with a set of clean labels [20,21]. Zhu et al. [20,21] observed that the flat data could not reflect the
differences between different user modes in the data collection stage, but their usability analysis of
the collected data was omitted. In terms of model building: existing research methods for mobile user
authentication using motion sensors [18,22–28] verify users by continuously collecting sensor data and
building corresponding models, Lu et al. [19] adopted an unsupervised learning algorithm to deal with
the labelled data, but their method introduced high latency issues. In addition, unsupervised clustering
algorithms with parameter tuning are expensive, and the generalization ability of the parameters
needs to be verified. Zhu et al. [20] designed a semi-supervised online learning algorithm with high
accuracy and low latency in processing unlabeled data in a relatively complex environment. However,
the classification method (binary SVM-like) is not suitable for time series data in complex scenarios
and does not consider the context of user behavior. In addition, most of the existing works [18–
28] assumed that the data input to the model is sufficient, and do not consider the lack of data in
real complex environments. Different from the above methods, this paper proposes a mobile user
authentication model based on VMD and LSTM to perform efficient de-noising, data augmentation,
and contextual semantic analysis of time series signals to make up for the lack of coverage and accuracy
when using traditional statistical feature modeling.
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a privacy-preserving mobile user authentication method, which guides a new
type of mobile user dynamic authentication. The advantages of this paper are as follows: First, use the
smart contracts-based private chain and federated learning to improve the data collection efficiency of
mobile user authentication, reduce the probability of the model being bypassed by attackers, and avoid
high overhead and privacy leakage caused by centralized data processing. Second, the authentication
of the device is realized by using certificateless encryption to ensure the trustworthiness of the client
nodes participating in the calculation. Finally, combined with VMD and LSTM, the motion sensor
data of mobile devices are analyzed and modeled to reduce the data noise and improve the accuracy of
model authentication. The experimental results on the real environment dataset of 1513 people show
that the proposed method achieves satisfactory accuracy and is superior to the existing work. In the
future, we will research how to efficiently train user authentication models with a small number of
samples, and conduct experiments with more authentication scenarios.
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